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Facing & acing interviews

Many talented designers risk missing the

most suitable opportunities just because

they do not know how to prepare for and

face the interviews.  

While appearing for interviews and later

taking interviews, over past 2 decades I

observed that there are a set list of

questions that get asked during

interviews, over and over again. Still most

candidates go into interviews

unprepared.

As a mentor I get asked just too often," It

looked like the best job I was looking for. I

had my portfolio in place. Went through

the required process and faced the

interview. But could not impress the

interviewers. How can I overcome this?" or "I

have this interview coming up, how do I

take this on?"

This repository of UX interview questions

addresses this problem,  at least partially.



Section 1

About You

Introduce yourself

Tell me about yourself

What do you specialise in? What’s your major?

Tell me about your native place

Tell me about your family background

What are your strengths/ weaknesses?

What are your hobbies?

What do you enjoy doing besides design?

What is one of the most creative choices you made in

recent times?

Note: Based on your geography, different levels of personal

information might be asked as per what is legally appropriate.



Section 2

Your aspirations

Are you inclined towards any specific domain?

What do you foresee yourself doing in next 5 years?

If there were no limitations, how would you want to

contribute to the world with your work?



Section 3

Your understanding, sensibility
and design process

What’s one of the best products you recently saw/ used/

experienced?

What would be one of the best designed products/

service/ app according to you?

What’s your favourite app?

What is the one design principle you imbibe in all your

designs? Is there any?

When you have many design options, how to you go

ahead with one?

What is one of the most difficult design design decisions

you made in recent times?

Out of your design skillset, what would be your best tool?

Explain why

Can you take me through any one of your best portfolio

projects?

Which are your most favourite projects so far?

Are you aware of Design Sprints? (a specific tool or method

can be mentioned). Can you run me through how do you

run this method/ tool?

We want to redesign our app/ website/ portal/ dashboard.

How will you get this done for us?

How will you go about familiarising yourself when you join

our company/ team?

Have you used our product? What do you think about it?



Section 4

What do you offer?

What skills do you bring in to our team?

Your portfolio is very similar to another batchmate of yours,

oh I am slightly mixed up here. Can you tell me about

yourself again.

What’s your design superpower?

If you were a product what would be your USP?

Why should we hire you?



Section 5

How do you solve problems?

If none of the tools that exist today were present, how

would you go about doing <making icons/ UI prototypes/

interview/…>

If you were to change 1 aspect of design in any one of the

popular contemporary products, what would be that?

You have been given a project brief by your manager. You

are required to given a plan for the project. You are the

only designer in the company. How will you handle such a

situation?

The client calls you and asks you to do some deign on the

project and deliver it earliest, how would you cater to this

unrealistic expectation?



Section 6

How do you work, as an individual
and with a team?

You had been given you first on-job task. You are part of a

multidisciplinary team of product managers, developers,

designers and data scientists. How would you proceed?

A team member is presenting his design, you see some big

gaps. How would you communicate?

While co-working on a project with other fellow designers,

you have a feeling that the design is not solving the

required problem with the approach being used. How will

you course correct.

What can you teach your team?



Section 7

How do you make way through
unknown situations?

I see nothing very different or unique in your portfolio, why

should I select you?

Teach me something

What if we offer you the role right away but it is a non-

paying position for first few months?

I think designers are expensive, we might not be able to

afford and need a full time designer. What would you

suggest in that case



Step 8

Intent

Why are you interested in the position/ opening/ gig/

company?

Do you have any questions for me?

What would be your expectation from this position/

company/ role?

What are you planning to learn from this gig?
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The interviewees
who came in
prepared always
have better
outcomes, but
then there are
few of them.
At one point of time I was myself using guerilla
method for getting through an interview. How
foolish of me!! But I am urging you not to repeat the
mistake I made, with this collection.
Join UXCAF and stay updated on more guidance for
excelling in and accelerating your design career.
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